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“wstereo.pl” an on-line magazine published a very rave review of TAGA Harmony PF-2000 power filter (12-2018). 

 

CLEAN WINDOW TO THE MUSIC 

 

Sound 

“The first what we hear after the device is plugged in is increased purity of the message, clarity of the music 

reproduction and the so-called "black background" appears. It didn't surprise me at all, because this is how most of 

filters, power conditioners and other power current accessories used in audio affect the sound. The scale can variate, 

but TAGA Harmony PF-2000 astonished me, because although it is affordable the changes were not on the brink of 

perception but you could feel them at once. 

 

The purity of music reproduction is difficult to describe, so I usually use a comparison. After connecting the Polish 

filter we have an impression that we are watching all musical events through a freshly cleaned window. We can 

also see everything without it but less clearly,, less sharply, with less marked outlines. As if behind some mist. So 

TAGA "cleans the glass" in the music window. 

The second thing - the audiophile "black background". What is this? - many, especially beginning enthusiasts of good 

sound will ask. It's about a general silence between sounds, the absolute absence of any interferences and artifacts in 

the background of music. We do not usually realize it, but in the moments between songs or between individual 

sounds we receive various particles of noise or hums worsening the reception of music. The less they are, the more 

clearly the music sounds. And TAGA Harmony PF-2000 adds some of this "black background" to the sound… 

 

By improving  the clarity of the presentation and adding the "black background" TAGA Harmony PF-2000 affects 

the overall clarity of sounds, they become more tangible and present in our listening room.” 

 

Summary 

“For this money - it's worth to listen to! A cool device not only for the start.” 

 

More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and the products is available at www.TagaHarmony.com 


